The Ministry of the Russian Federation for Civil Defence, Emergencies and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters

Contacts

Address
3 Teatralny Passage, 109012, Moscow
Email: info@mchs.gov.ru
(not for citizens’ appeals)
Telephone/Fax
+7 (495) 624-19-46

Information Center of the Emercom of Russia
+7 (495) 983-79-01

Single hotline of the EMERCOM of Russia
+7 (495) 400-99-99

Department for work with citizens’ appeals and providing the activities of the public reception
+7 (495) 983-65-59

Registration of incoming government documents to the Emercom of Russia
+7 (495) 400-96-42

Registration of incoming departmental documents and letters of third-party organizations to the EMERCOM of Russia
+7 (495) 400-91-38
+7 (495) 400-98-22
+7 (495) 983-65-48 (add. 5812, 5133 or 5136)

Reception of citizens
1 Vatutin st. (Slavyansky Boulevard metro station)

Driving directions

A single e-mail address intended to obtain conclusions on the results of
independent anti-corruption expertise of normative legal acts and normative legal acts’ projects developed by the EMERCOM of Russia
anticorrup@mchs.gov.ru

Information on location of the EMERCOM of Russia and the territorial bodies(with addresses and coordinates)
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